Office 365 – Fast Track Your Path to the Cloud

Are you evaluating Office 365 to create a seamless cloud-based experience for your users? Microsoft Office
365 will deliver the power of cloud productivity, helping to save time and money while increasing productivity.
Office 365 is simple to use and easy to administer—all backed by the robust security and guaranteed
reliability you expect from a world-class service provider.
Office 365 enables IT to focus on strategic initiatives that make money rather than troubleshooting costly hiccups. Built-in
flexibility means you can scale swiftly to meet business challenges. And, you've got the freedom to mix on-premises and
off-premises solutions. DynTek, an award winning Microsoft Gold Partner and National Systems Integrator, extends the ease
of Office 365 to adoption and deployment. Through DynTek’s Office 365 Fast Track Proof-of-Concept, DynTek will demonstrate the feature sets of Office 365 and create a platform to demonstrate a real-world application of Office 365 and how it
can interface with current technologies and provide you the features and functionality required.

1 • Phase One – Plan for the Cloud

DynTek will work with you to lay out a practical roadmap to get you from where you are to the cloud.

2 • Phase Two – Manage Your Identities

DynTek will set-up/demonstrate Active Directory Federation Services to enable your user accounts to
authenticate in the Cloud with Single Sign-on.

3 • Phase Three – Synchronize Your Active Directory

DynTek will configure systems to allow your users, group, and contacts to be published and synchronized
with the Cloud. You’ll be able to assign and deploy resources such as Lync, Office 2013, Email and
SharePoint, all with the click of a mouse.

4 • Phase Four – Federate Your Exchange System

DynTek will integrate your existing Exchange system with the Cloud and create a truly Federated Exchange
Organization. This will allow you to move mailboxes seamlessly between on-premises and Cloud with little
or no disruption to daily work.

5 • Phase Five – Windows Azure Integration

DynTek will show you how you can leverage existing Office 365 installations to add user accounts directly into
Windows Azure, giving you the ability to license access, deploy resources, replicate on-premises workloads
and migrate services such as file servers, domain controllers, SQL and more to the Cloud.

DynTek -- Microsoft Platform Solutions
DynTek has developed industry based methodologies to address the Analysis, Design, Proof-of-Concept,
Project Planning, Full Scale Deployment and Operations of a broad range of Microsoft® based solutions.
We create solutions that focus on helping our customers realize the greatest value from their existing
Microsoft software investment.
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For additional Information or to schedule a Proof-of-Concept or Production Deployment, please call
or email marketing@dyntek.com.

